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Vibrational predissociation dynamics of the He 79Br2 van der Waals
molecule: A quantum mechanical study

Tomás González-Lezana, Marta I. Hernández, Gerardo Delgado-Barrio,
Alexei A. Buchachenko,a) and Pablo Villarreal
Instituto de Matema´ticas y Fı́sica Fundamental (C.S.I.C.), Serrano 123, E-28004-Madrid, Spain

~Received 3 June 1996; accepted 22 July 1996!

The vibrational predissociation of the HeBr2 van der Waals complex is studied by means of both
accurate and approximate three dimensional quantum mechanical calculations. Simple atom–atom
potentials have been tested for matching experimental measurements at low Br2 vibrational
excitations. The fragmentation dynamics when the bromine subunit is close to itsB state
dissociation limit is then explored and compared with experiments. For low to intermediate
vibrational statesv, good agreement with most of the data~spectral shifts, lifetimes, average
structures, average product energies! is achieved. The closing of theDv521 channel atv544 and
the binding energy at that position are successfully reproduced, although calculated and
experimental blueshifts and linewidths are not in such good accordance in thev.38 range. For
these highv excitations, fragmentation cross sections exhibit complicated structures indicating
strong interactions among different quasibound states. In addition, interesting threshold and
intramolecular energy redistribution effects are predicted. The closing of theDv521 channel is
found to be a gradual process where different dynamical regimes can be investigated in detail.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!03040-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of rare gas–halogen van der Waals~vdW!
molecules is an important subject since energy transfer
mechanisms can be deeply investigated–both experimentally
and theoretically—at the state-to-state level. These mol-
ecules, formed by a halogen or interhalogen molecule BC
weakly bound to a rare gas atom X, undergo vibrational pre-
dissociation~VP! after being excited with a laser pulse from
the ground (X) to an excited electronic state (B)

X•••BC~X!→
hn
X•••BC* ~B,v !→

VP
X1BC* ~B,v8,v !,

~1.1!

where v labels the vibrational state of BC. Many experi-
ments have been carried out for different rare gases
~He,Ne,Ar! bound to molecules such as I2,

1–3 Cl2,
4–6 and

ICl,7–9 and a broad variety of behavior has been found, rang-
ing from vibrational to translational~V–T! energy transfer
@as in HeI2 ~Ref. 10!# to intramolecular vibrational redistri-
bution ~IVR! @as in ArCl2 ~Ref. 6!#, including processes
where energy transfer to the rotational degrees of freedom is
important ~as in NeICl,8 for example!. Moreover, a wide
range of dynamical behavior can be sampled for a single
molecule by varying the vibrational excitationv in the qua-
sibound state.11 Theoretical work has contributed to under-
stand these processes, establishing useful propensity
rules12,13 and developing approximate14,15 as well as
three-dimensional16,17 quantum mechanical treatments.

One of the main conclusions of these studies is that
simple atom–atom additive potential models are able to re-
produce well most of the experimental results. In particular,

an atom–atom form for the rare gas–homonuclear halogen
interaction gives T-shaped average structures, which are con-
sistent with almost all the available spectroscopic data.2,4

This is an important finding, given the difficulty in obtaining
accurateab initio potential energy surfaces for these many-
electron systems. Some of the fewab initio calculations,
however, have led one to suspect that the minimum of the
potential well is not in the perpendicular configuration but in
the linear one.18–20One interesting example is HeCl2 in the
X electronic state:21 although anab initio-based potential has
its deepest point in the linear configuration, a secondary
minimum in the perpendicular configuration with a smaller
curvature causes the ground vdW state wave function to be
localized around the perpendicular configuration. Thus, the
ground vdW state is not essentially different to the one ob-
tained using some simple atom–atom model potential. If
fact, an atom–atom potential has been found to fit quite well
a large amount of spectroscopic information.4,22 It could be
said that pairwise model potentials give a reasonable repre-
sentation for the study of VP in rare gas–halogen molecules.
However, more work is needed to determine potential energy
surfaces, either using more rigorous semiempirical proce-
dures, such as the diatomic-in-molecule based ones,23 or
throughab initio calculations.

One system for which there is a rather large experimen-
tal information but not too many theoretical studies is HeBr2.
van de Burgtet al.24 have carried out laser induced fluores-
cence studies for transitions from HeBr2~X, v50! to the qua-
sibound states HeBr2(B,v), v511–38, reporting vibrational
predissociation rates and spectral~blue! shifts. More re-
cently, Jahnet al.25 have studied a higher range of vibra-
tional diatomic states~v534–48! using the pump–probe
spectroscopic technique. An intriguing behavior in the VP
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dynamics was found for vibrational states close to the Br2

dissociation limit~v>40!: For these vibrational levels, spec-
tral shifts were found to decrease substantially, displaying an
erratic behavior asv increases. The authors suggest that, for
such a large Br–Br separation, the He–Br interaction might
change substantially, the vdW bond becoming stronger. On
the other hand, they found that for excitations to thev545
state and higher, theDv521 channel for VP is closed, i.e.,
the vdW bond energy is larger than the difference between
the v545 andv544 Br2 levels. Sharfinet al.11 observed
similar behavior for the HeI2 complex, although the depen-
dency of both predissociation rates and spectral shifts onv
was found to be much smoother than in the HeBr2 case.
There are also recent data for linewidths and blueshifts for
the lowv region,v58–12.26 Analysis of the rotational bands
in all the experimental studies has been found to be consis-
tent with rigid T-shaped geometries for both the ground and
the excited electronic states. So far, a detailed analysis of the
product distributions has been precluded because of the
small rotational constants of the Br2 fragment. Sivakumar
et al.27 have studied the partitioning of energy between the
rotational and translational degrees of freedom by simulation
of the unresolved rotational bands with a Boltzmann popula-
tion distribution. They concluded that VP in HeBr2 is mostly
a V–T process.

Theoretical studies were also performed in the recent
work of Jahnet al.26 They used Morse atom–atom potentials
~for the short range part of the He–Br interaction! for theB
state and tested two potentials, not having an atom–atom
form, for theX state. They found that the more anisotropic
potential for theX state gave a very good fit to the main
~rotationally resolved! excitation band ofv58. The analytic
form of this potential was originally proposed by Huang
et al.21 to fit MP4 points ~calculated using Moller–Plesset
perturbation theory to fourth order! for the HeCl2(X) system.
In the experimental work a secondary band was also ob-
served which was attributed to the promotion to excited vdW
modes of HeBr2(B). With the interaction potentials used in
that work, the calculated vdW excited state band was only in
qualitative agreement with the experimental one. Jahnet al.
also carried out ‘‘Golden Rule’’ calculations for studying the
VP dynamics of lowv levels. The calculated spectral shifts
and VP rates were in good agreement with experimental data
in the range studied,v58–20.

In this paper, we study the fragmentation dynamics of
the He79Br2(B,v) complex over a wide range of vibrational
excitations, covering all the experimental measurements~v
58–46!. The aim of this work is to test simple model poten-
tials by comparison against experimental data referred to
above. For both theX and B electronic states, additive
He–Br Morse potentials were fitted to reproduce, at low vi-
brational excitations of bromine, several experimental mag-
nitudes such as spectral shifts, lifetimes, and average struc-
tures. With these model potentials, calculations are extended
to investigate the HeBr2 dissociation dynamics near the
Br2(B) dissociation limit, where experiments found the most
interesting dynamical behavior. Full three-dimensional~3D!
quantum mechanical calculations17 are carried out to obtain

resonance line shapes, lifetimes, averaged structures, spectral
shifts, and final product distributions. Also, the validity of
the Golden Rule approximation is assessed by comparing
with the more accurate 3D quantum calculations at low and
moderately highv values. We find that, with these simple
interaction potentials, most of the experimental measure-
ments up tov'38 are satisfactorily reproduced. For higherv
excitations, deviations from pure Lorentzian line shapes and
appearance of overlapped resonances~suggesting the onset
of intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution28! are no-
ticed. Although calculated blueshifts do not show the same
trend encountered experimentally, the simulated spectra in
the region of the partial closing of theDv521 channel is
found in qualitative accordance with the recorded one. Pos-
sible sources of the discrepancies with the experimental data
are indicated and discussed. The investigation of IVR pro-
cesses presumably appearing in the fragmentation dynamics
near the Br2 dissociation limit certainly deserves further at-
tention. This will be a subject of future work.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the basic
equations are formulated. The fitting procedure of the poten-
tial energy surface is outlined in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, results
are reported and discussed. Finally, conclusions are given in
Sec. V.

II. THEORY

A. Three-dimensional quantal (line shape)
calculations

In this section, the basic equations for the three-
dimensional quantal line shape calculations are briefly re-
viewed. A detailed account of this theory is given
elsewhere.17 The partial cross section for excitation from an
initial bound statei of HeBr2(X) to a final continuum statef
of He1Br2(B) is given ~within first order perturbation
theory! by

s f← i~E!5
4p2v

c
u^C fE~B!um•euC i~X!&u2, ~2.1!

wherev andeare the angular frequency and the polarization
vector of the incident photon,m is the transition dipole mo-
ment of the system for the electronic transition,C i(X) and
C fE(B) are the bound and dissociative nuclear wave func-
tions with energiesEi andE, respectively, andE5Ei1\v.
In Eq. ~2.1!, f assembles the quantum numbersv8 ~vibra-
tional! and j 8 ~rotational! of the diatomic fragment.

For both electronic states~X andB!, the Hamiltonian for
the molecular system in Jacobi coordinates can be written as
~assuming that reduced wave functionsC5rRC8 are being
used!

He52
\2

2m

]2

]R22
\2

2m

]2

]r 2
1

l2

2mR2
1

j2

2mr 2
1VBr2

e ~r !

1WHeBr2
e ~r ,R,u!, ~2.2!

wherer is the vector joining the two Br nuclei andR is the
vector from the center of mass of Br2 to the helium nucleus,
respectively, andu is the angle betweenr andR. The re-
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duced masses of Br2 and HeBr2 arem andm, while l and j
are angular momenta associated with the vectorsR and r ,
respectively.VBr2

e andWHeBr2
e are intramolecular and vdW

intermolecular interaction potentials for the ground~e5X!
and excited~e5B! electronic states.

The initial bound,C i(X), and the final continuum,
C fE(B), wave functions are expanded as follows:

C i
~JMpipj !~X!

5 (
v,k, j ,V

avk jV
i wk~R!xv

X~r !Q jV
~JMpipj !~B!

~ r̂ ,R̂!,

~2.3!

C fE
~JMpipj !~B!

5 (
v, j ,V

fv jV
fE ~R!xv

B~r !Q jV
~JMpipj !~B!

~ r̂ ,R̂!. ~2.4!

In Eq. ~2.3!, wk(R) is a numerical basis set obtained by solv-
ing a suitable one-dimensional reference Hamiltonian. In
Eqs.~2.3! and ~2.4!, xv

e (r ) ~e5X,B! are wave functions ob-
tained by numerically solving the one dimensional Schro¨-
dinger equation

F2
\2

2m

]2

]r 2
1VBr2

e ~r !Gxv
e5Ev

exv
e . ~2.5!

On the other hand,Q jV
JMpipj is a free rotor basis set in the

body-fixed frame~where thez axis is parallel toR!

Q jV
JMpipj5@2~11dV0!#

21/2@F jV
JM1pi~21!JF j2V

JM #,
~2.6!

which is an eigenfunction of the operator of coordinate in-
version, with eigenvaluepi561. In Eq. ~2.6!, FjV

JM is given
as the appropriate product of Wigner and spherical harmonic
functions,17 J is the quantum number associated with the
total angular momentumJ5l1j , andM andV are projec-
tions ofJ onto the space and body fixedz axes, respectively.
As the halogen molecule studied here is homonuclear, the
rotational basis also includes the labelpj , the parity under
nuclei exchange;pj511 or21 when the quantum numberj
is even or odd, respectively. Total wave functions@Eqs.~2.3!
and~2.4!# are built as linear combinations of rotational func-
tions with either even or oddj ’s, to have the correct parity.

Line shape calculations are performed as follows. First,
the initial bound functionC i

(JMpipj )(X) is obtained by diago-
nalization of theHX Hamiltonian matrix. Second, to obtain
the final dissociative wave functionC fE

(JMpipj )(B) , the expan-
sion given in Eq.~2.4! is introduced into the Schro¨dinger
equation corresponding to the Hamiltonian fore5B @Eq.
~2.2!#, leading to a close coupled system for the set of un-
known functionsfv jV

fE depending on the dissociative coordi-
nateR. Such close-coupled equations are solved at each en-
ergy E by means of a Numerov propagator29 and applying
the appropriate boundary conditions.17 The quadrature in-
volved in Eq. ~2.1! is carried out by accumulation at the
same time that the propagation is performed.30 A parallel
transition is assumed, i.e., the transition dipole momentm
lies along the halogen internuclear axis. In addition, depen-
dency ofm on the internuclear distancer is neglected. Se-

lection rules for this kind of transitions are:4,17

pi(X)Þpi(B), pj (X)Þpj (B), andDJ50,61 ~with J50→0
forbidden!.

The total cross section, which gives the photofragmenta-
tion line shape as a function ofE, is

s i~E!5(
f

s f← i~E!, ~2.7!

with the rovibrational distribution of the fragments given by

Pf
~ i !~E!5

s f← i~E!

s i~E!
. ~2.8!

B. Golden rule calculations

For low vibrational diatomic states it is expected that the
Franck–Condon factors will strongly favor the transition be-
tween the initial stateC i(X) and a quasibound stateCv

q(B)
which eventually decays to final continuum statesC fE(B)
via the weak coupling induced by the potential termWB. In
this context, the molecular Hamiltonian in theB state can be
approximated by

H'H~v !1H~v8,v !1W coup,

H~v !5uxv&Hv,v^xvu,
~2.9!

H~v8,v !5 (
v8,v

uxv8&Hv8,v8^xv8u,

W coup5 (
v8,v

uxv&Hv,v8^xv8u,

whereHv,v85^xvuHuxv8&. The decay rate of the zero-order
state,Cv

q(B)5xv
Bcv

q ~wherecv
q is a discrete eigenstate of

Hv,v with eigenvalueEv
q!, to the dissociative stateC fE(B) is

given within Fermi’s Golden Rule approximation by the par-
tial half-width

G f5pu^Cv
quW coupuC fE&u2, ~2.10!

whereCfE is an eigenfunction ofH (v8,v) on the energy
shell, i.e.,E5Ev

q. In this situation, it is proved12 that the
partial photodissociation cross section exhibits a pure
Lorentzian line shape with a maximum atĒv'Ev

q, and a
half-width G5( fG f . In this approach, the final product dis-
tribution isPf5G f /G.

To obtain the Golden Rule rate, the wave functionCv
q is

calculated using the same procedure as for theX state wave
function @Eq. ~2.3!# for the particular vibrational channelv
of the B state. The dissociative wave functionCfE , which
corresponds asymptotically to He1Br2(B,v8,v, j 8), is com-
puted using the expansion of Eq.~2.4! where only vibrational
channelsv8,v are included.

III. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE AND FITTING
PROCEDURE

The potential energy surface is constructed as a sum of
pairwise Br–Br and Br–He interactions. For theX state in-
tramolecular interaction,VBr2

X , a Morse potential was em
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ployed where the equilibrium distancer e was taken from
available data31 andD anda were chosen to reproduce the
tabulated vibrational constantswe and wexe .

31 For the B
state of Br2, the RKR potential extracted from spectroscopy
data by Barrowet al.32 was used.

The intermolecular interactions are assumed to be given
by a sum of Morse functions for both electronic states
e5X,B

WHeBr2
e ~r ,R,u!5De (

i51,2
$exp@22ae~r i2re

e!#

22 exp@2ae~r i2re
e!#%, ~3.1!

wherer1,25@R21(r /2)26Rr cosu#1/2 are the distances from
He to each bromine nucleus.

The fitting procedure of the Morse parameters is as fol-
lows. The goal is to achieve a global agreement with experi-
ments for low to moderately high diatomic states. First, an
initial set of DB, aB, andre

B was chosen to roughly repro-
duce, by means of Golden Rule calculations, the experimen-
tal linewidth as well as the He to Br2 center of mass average
distance for the levelv58.26 This last magnitude is defined
as

R̄B~v58!5~^Cv
quR22uCv

q&!21/2. ~3.2!

Golden Rule calculations for several diatomic vibrational
states~v58–30! were performed for slight variations of the
parametersD̄B andaB, in order to obtain an overall agree-
ment with the experimental lifetimes.24,26Dependence of the
quasibound state energyEv

q with v was checked against the
experimental blueshifts @the spectral shift is just
Ev
q(B)2Ei(X)#. Next,X state parameters were adjusted:re

X

in the same way as that described above for there
B parameter

~using vX50!; DX and aX to reproduce the spectral shifts.
Line shape calculations were carried out at selectedv values
to check the validity of Golden Rule calculations. Forv>28,
some deviations were noticed mainly for the blueshifts.
Hence, line shape calculations were used to make the last
refinement of theDB andaB parameters.

The final choice for the vdW potential parameters is pre-
sented in Table I, together with the parameters of the Br2
intramolecular potential. With these potentials, the He–Br2
average distances areR̄X(vX50)53.977 Å and
R̄B(v58)54.117 Å, in good agreement with those obtained
by fitting rigid rotor parameters to the observed spectra,
Rrr
X (vX50)53.9860.03 Å andRrr

B (v58)54.1160.02 Å,
respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three-dimensional line shape calculations~hereafter re-
ferred as ‘‘LS calculations’’! for He79Br2 have been con-
ducted for the transition

HeBr2~X,vX ,nX,12
2!→

hn
HeBr2* ~B,v,n,01

1!

→@He1Br2* ~v8,v, j 8!#~B,01
1!,

~4.1!

where the eigenvalues of the symmetry operators are indi-
cated in the notationJpj

pi for both electronic states.4 The v

and n labels are approximate quantum numbers associated
with the Br2 stretch and the vdW modes, respectively. In Eq.
~4.1!, vX50, nX50, and n50. Calculations within the
Golden Rule approximation~hereafter referred as ‘‘GR cal-
culations’’! were also performed to study the decay of the
HeBr2* (B,v,n 5 0,01

1) quasibound state for lowv values.

A. Numerical details

LS calculations were conducted for excitations to di-
atomic levelsv510,20–46. The rotational and vibrational
channels included in the expansion of the dissociative wave
functions@Eq. ~2.4!# are listed in Table II. For theX bound
state calculation@see Eq.~2.3!#, the basis set is composed of
two vibrational channels~vX50,1!, eight numerical func-
tionswk(R), and 18 rotor functions. In the GR calculations,
on the other hand, forv58–32, three vibrational (v23,v
22,v21) and 18 rotational channels were included in the
computation of the continuum wave functions. The basis set
for computing the quasibound state [Cv

q(B)] was similar to
that used for theX state calculation. In both LS and GR
calculations, close coupled equations were integrated from
1.0 to 18.5 Å with a total number of 1024 steps. The angular
dependence of theX andB vdW potentials was taken into
account using expansions of 35 even Legendre polynomials.
Reduced masses of Br2 and He–Br2 were taken as 39.459 15
and 3.903 61 a.m.u., respectively. Convergence checks were
run within both GR and LS approaches. Forv524, for in-
stance, accuracy for the resonance energies and linewidths is
better than 1022 cm21, and product distributions are con-
verged within less than 2%. LS cross sections exhibit pure
Lorenztian profiles forv,36. PositionsĒ and half-widthsG
of the VP resonances are obtained by fitting a Lorentzian
function to the calculated line shape. For 36<v<40, devia-
tions in the calculated profiles from a Lorentzian shape were
observed; such deviations become very large forv.40.
Thus, for high diatom excitations, only crude estimations of
positions and widths were possible; hence accuracy in those

TABLE I. Parameters of the HeBr2 (X,B) potential energy surfaces.

D ~cm21! a ~Å21! re ~Å!

Br–Br X 24 557.674 1.588 2.281
B RKR potential~Ref. 32!

He–Br X 19.62 1.55 3.81
B 17.00 1.55 3.92

TABLE II. Vibrational and rotational channels included in the close-
coupling expansion of Eq.~2.4!.

v
Vibrational
channels

Rotational
channels

10, 20–26 (v23,...,v12) j50,2,...,34
28–34 (v23,...,v12) j50,2,...,26
36–46 (v24,...,v13) j50,2,...,22
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magnitudes is poorer than that achieved for lower excitations
~this point is further discussed in Sec. IV D!.

B. Low Br 2 vibrational levels

GR and LS results are compared to estimate the range of
validity of the Golden Rule approximation. In addition, the
potential model presented here is compared with a recent
potential proposed by Jahnet al.26 which reproduces well
most of the VP data for lowv levels. Finally, product distri-
butions are reported and discussed in light of studies on
this27 or related4,35vdW systems. In Sec. IV D, our results on
spectral shifts and half-widths are tested against measure-
ments for the fullv range, including those levels studied
here.

In Table III we present LS and GR results of half-widths
G as well as spectral shiftsĒv(B)2Ei(X). Also in Table III,
GR calculations of Jahnet al.26 with a different potential
model are collected.Ē(B,v) and Ei(X) are vdW energies
considered respect to the He1Br2(B,v) and He1Br2~X,
vX50! dissociation limits, respectively. The computed en-
ergy of the HeBr2 ground state wasEi(X)5217.573 cm21,
which is within the experimental estimation,217.061.5
cm21.25 Comparing LS and GR calculations~see the two first
columns in Table III!, it can be seen that both approaches
yield almost identical results up tov524. For v.24, GR
blueshifts deviate from the LS ones towards higher values.
This is a consequence of neglecting~in the GR approach!
bound–bound coupling terms which become more important
asv increases, since anharmonicity in the Br2 stretch mode
makes smaller the energy separation among zero order states
of differentv manifolds. GR half-widths, on the other hand,
lie below the LS ones forv>24. This fact can be understood
in light of the energy gap law:12 as GR approach gives higher
resonance energies than the LS ones, fragment kinetic ener-
gies are larger giving a more important energy mismatch and

thus, a slower VP rate. Here on, it is understood that results
presented in this work have been obtained within the GR
approach ifv,20. If v>20, results correspond to LS calcu-
lations.

In Table III our GR results are also compared with GR
calculations done with a somewhat differentB state potential
~see Table I of Ref. 26!. Apart from slight variations in the
Morse parameters describing the atom–atom interactions, the
distinct feature of that potential is the inclusion of the proper
long range vdW behavior. As can be seen, both potentials
yield very similar results for the three lowest levels studied,
v58,10,12. At v516 and 20, the potential proposed here
systematically leads to higher values of the two magnitudes,
shifts andG’s, than those of Ref. 26. Actually, differences
are more important in the half-widths than in the shifts@our
calculatedG’s are 35%~v516! and 48%~v520! larger than
the Jahnet al.’s ones, for instance#. As will be shown later,
our potential fits reasonably well experimental widths up to
v540. Since the difference in this magnitude produced by
the two potentials seems to increase withv, it is expected
that the potential of Ref. 26 would yield too small linewidths
for high v excitations.

At v58, Jahnet al.26 observed a second excitation band
which was assigned to the excitation of vdW bending modes.
We have computed the~X, v50, n50!→~B, v58, nÞ0!
excitation spectra, finding narrow peaks at27.95, 26.41,
25.38, and24.11 cm21 with respect to the He1Br2~B,
v58! dissociation limit. Their positions could give the cor-
rect band shift but too low intensities are predicted. With the
present interaction potential,B excited andX ground vdW
states do not overlap sufficiently enough to yield a more
important absorption intensity. Similar conclusions were
reached in this regard by Jahnet al.,26 who computed the
whole range of relevant rotational transitions.

Rotational distributions of the Br2 fragments in vibra-
tional statesv858,9 upon dissociation of HeBr2~B, v510!
are shown in Table IV. Also Table IV, the projection of the
initial quasibound stateCv510

q onto the product~free rotor!
basis is also displayed. Populations of theDv523,22,21
vibrational channels are 0.06%, 2.47%, and 97.47% of the
total, respectively. This vibrational distribution is in accor-
dance with experiments performed on the samev level,27

where it was estimated that the ratio between thev858 and
v859 populations is less than 5%. Unfortunately, detailed
product distributions have not been measured for this or
otherv levels, because the probe laser linewidth is not nar-
row enough to resolve the product spectra. Nevertheless, Si-
vakumaret al.27 have estimated the average product rota-
tional energy assuming a Boltzmann distribution which fits
the unresolved rotational band. Although they found devia-
tions in the spectrum from the calculated Boltzmann distri-
bution, average rotational energy was considered to be a
good estimation. They obtained̂Erot~v859!&52 cm21 for
the same transition studied here, which compares reasonably
well with our result,^Erot

calc(v8 5 9)& 5 ( j 8Pj 8v8
8 Bv8 j 8( j 8

1 1) 5 1.55 cm21 ~Pj 8v8
8 are normalized to thev8 channel,

i.e., ( j 8Pj 8v8
8 5 1!. Rotational energy is only 1.3% of the

TABLE III. Calculated line shape and Golden Rule spectral shifts and half-
widths~in cm21!, obtained with the model potential used in this work. In the
last column, Golden Rule results of Jahnet al. ~Ref. 26!, corresponding to a
different interaction potential, are also presented for comparison.

v

This work
Ref. 26
G. RuleL. shape G. Rule

8 Shift: ••• 3.72 3.72
G: ••• 0.013 0.013

10
3.78 3.77 3.76
0.018 0.019 0.018

12
••• 3.81 3.80
••• 0.027 0.024

16
••• 3.92 3.89
••• 0.054 0.040

20
4.07 4.06 4.00
0.094 0.096 0.065

24
4.22 4.23 •••
0.168 0.167 •••

28
4.37 4.45 •••
0.275 0.264 •••

32
4.50 4.75 •••
0.430 0.386 •••
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available energy in thev59 channel~119.01 cm21!. In ac-
cordance with experiment, VP of HeBr2 is essentially a
V→T process in the lowv region ~note that for the present
situation, rotational channels are open up toj 8546!.

Table IV also compares the initial quasibound state dis-
tributions with the product distributions. The initial state dis-
tribution nearly corresponds to a free rotor, i.e., the wave
function is quite delocalized in the bending mode, as ex-
pected for helium complexes. It is seen that the dynamical
process somehow excites the rotational degree of freedom,
and thus the validity of a crude sudden approximation is
doubtful. On the other hand, theDv521 product distribu-
tion tenuously displays a bimodal structure with a secondary
maximum at j510. This structure is also found in theDv
522 channel, with the secondary maximum shifted toj58.
Same kind of structures have been previously found both
experimental and theoretically for HeCl2,

4 with a rather more
pronounced bimodality. The origin of this feature in HeCl2
has been attributed initially to a rotational rainbow effect34

and later, to a quantum interference effect.35 For higher lev-
els ~v,39!, rotational distributions are still quite similar to
that ofv510, although they become more ‘‘statistical’’, los-
ing signatures of bimodality. This fact has been observed for
HeCl2.

4 Vibrational distributions, on the other hand, change
noticeably as Br2 excitation increases:Dv521 population
steadily decreases at the expense of an increase inDv,21
populations. Forv538, for example, vibrational distribution
is 74.2%, 18.9%, 5.4%, and 1.6% forDv521,22,23, and
24, respectively.

C. High Br 2 vibrational levels: the closing of the
Dv521 channel

In Fig. 1 we present a simulation of pump–probe
spectra25 by plotting theDv521,22 partial cross sections
~summed over all final rotational states! corresponding to

excitations to vibrational statesv542–46. Figures 1~b! to
1~d!, displaying partial cross sections for the outgoing chan-
nels v8541 to 44, can be directly compared with the re-
corded excitation spectra shown in Fig. 5 of Ref. 25. In this
section, the partial closing of theDv521 channel is dis-
cussed, together with other interesting effects appearing in
the VP of highv states. Before going to a detailed descrip-
tion of Figs. 1~a!–1~d!, it is worth noting the rather compli-
cated structures appearing in the cross section profiles. No
simple Lorentzian behavior is found for highv levels; in-
stead, the groundlike vdW level at the correspondingv ap-
pears to interact rather strongly with several states belonging
to thev8,v manifolds.

Figure 1~a! shows the exit through thev8541 channel
coming from eitherv542 ~Dv521! or v543 ~Dv522!. As
also occurs at lowerv values, theDv521 dissociation chan-
nel yields a more intense peak than theDv522 one. The
same behavior was found in the experimental study.25 This is
the expected situation in VP of vdW complexes, where the
propensity rule is that a minimum loss of quantum numbers
is the most efficient relaxation channel.13 However, and in
contrast with the experimental finding,25 theDv522 transi-
tion is more important than theDv521 one, for the exit
through thev8542 channel@see Fig. 1~b!#. This could be due
to an effect of partial closing of theDv521 channel when
thev543 state is excited. Comparing Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! for
the v543 excitation, it is noticed that theDv522 cross
section is more important than theDv521 one. This con-
stitutes a novel effect in which, and despite the fact that the
Dv521 channel is open, dissociation throughDv522 be-
comes dominant and therefore an inversion of population is
produced. Note that such a situation occurs at very low ki-
netic energies,'3 cm21, for the new channel is just open.
Thus, there is a threshold effect where strong interference
among continua belonging to differentv8 manifolds is ex-
pected. The closing of theDv521 channel becomes evident
for the excitation to thev544 state. The most intense peak
for theDv522 transition is found atE'19 524.9 cm21. At
this position, theDv521 channel is still closed@see Fig.
1~c!#. This channel opens at 19 525.1 cm21, giving rise, in
Fig. 1~c!, to a small feature peaked at'19 526 cm21, 1.1
cm21 to the blue of the main peak of theDv522 transition.
Also in Fig. 1~c!, the partial cross section for dissociation by
the Dv522 channel ~from v545! exhibits two similar
peaks. Since theDv521 channel fromv545 is practically
closed @see Fig. 1~d!#, the double peak seems to originate
from an IVR mechanism wherein at least one bright and one
dark states are interacting. Finally, a sharpDv522 cross
section~from v546! is displayed in the right-hand side of
Fig. 1~d!, where theDv521 channel is completely closed.

The gradual closing of theDv521 channel, obtained in
our calculations, agrees qualitatively well with the experi-
mental observations@compare Figs. 1~b!–1~d! with Fig. 5 of
Ref. 23#. In the experiment, the closing of theDv521 chan-
nel is also found to arise atv544. In addition, the vdW
energy at this level, that we assign to the most intense peak
in the Dv522 cross section@Fig. 1~b!#, is 213.69 cm21

@measured with respect to the He1Br2~v544! dissociation

TABLE IV. Second column: decomposition of the HeBr2 ~B,v510! quasi-
bound state onto a free rotor basis. Third and fourth columns: product
Br2~B,v59,8! rotational distributions of the HeBr2~B,v510! vibrational
predissociation. Vibrational distribution is 97.47%, 2.46%, and 0.06%, for
Dv521,22, and23, respectively~rotational distribution ofDv523 is not
shown here!. These results have been obtained within the Golden Rule ap-
proach.

j

Population~%!

Initial
state

Products

v21 v22

0 49.16 27.10 24.46
2 35.93 30.10 27.47
4 11.83 18.35 17.90
6 2.58 7.42 8.70
8 0.43 6.09 9.36
10 0.06 6.15 7.90
12 731023 3.43 2.86
14 831024 1.10 0.71
16 831025 0.23 0.39
18 731026 0.04 0.18

>20 ,1026 ,0.01 ,0.10
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threshold#. This magnitude compares quite well with the ex-
perimental binding energy, 13.561.0 cm21.25 The main dif-
ference is perhaps that no structured line shapes but rather
broad peaks are found in the experiment. It should be re-
called that the reported line shapes have been computed for
just one rotational transition, whereas in the experiment ex-
citations to several total angular momentum states are in-
volved. The addition of the relevant rotational transitions in
the simulated spectra might well lead to a less structured and
broader line shape, in better accordance with the experiment.

From these calculations, one sees that the closing of the
Dv521 channel is a rather gradual process in which several
regimes can be distinguished involving threshold and inter-
nal energy redistribution effects. When theDv521 channel

is closed~v>45!, the cross section profiles suggest that an
IVR mechanism is taking place. In Fig. 2, theDv522 rota-
tional distributions for the two most intense resonance peaks
are shown. It can be seen that both distributions are rather
structured and, besides, fairly similar. This behavior is in
accordance with a sparse IVR model where the fragmenta-
tion process is mainly dominated by a dark doorway state to
which a zero order bright state is coupled.28 More intriguing
is perhaps the existence of complicated structures in the
cross section profiles when theDv521 channel is still open.
At v543, rotational distributions for the most intense peaks
@see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!# are quite structured too, but they are
not as similar as in thev545 case. Halberstadtet al.28,36and
Ronceroet al.37 have carried out theoretical studies on the

FIG. 1. Simulation of the pump–probe excitation spectra~Ref. 25! for excitation tov542–46 levels.~a! Partial cross section for outgoing channelv8541,
whenv542 ~left! andv543 states~right! are excited. Sticks~in dashed line! indicate the corresponding diatomic transitions followed by vibrational relaxation
Br2~X, v50!→Br2(B,v)→Br2(B,v8). ~b! Same for excitations tov543, 44 and exit throughv8542. ~c! Same forv544, 45,v8543. ~d! Same forv545, 46,
v8544. Energy~in cm21! corresponds to the vibronic transition, which equalsTe2zpe@Br2(X)#1De@HeBr2(X)#1E, whereE, referenced to the bottom of the
Br2(B) potential, is varied in the calculations, andTe515 902.47 cm21 ~Ref. 31!, zpe@Br2(X)#5162.39 cm21, andDe@HeBr2(X)#517.57 cm21.
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ArCl2 complex, finding that the dissociation dynamics in the
Dv522 regime proceeds via IVR in the sparse limit. Very
recently, Jandaet al.38 have pointed out the appearance of
interference effects in theDv521 regime of ArCl2 due to
the existence of long lived resonances~‘‘orbiting’’ reso-
nances! in the v21 continuum. It would be very interesting
to perform a more detailed study of the threshold and IVR
effects in HeBr2 and compare with the ArCl2 dynamics. The
lighter mass of He and the smaller vdW well depth in the
HeBr2 complex may lead to qualitative differences in the
manifestation of such effects. This analysis will be a subject
of a forthcoming work.

D. Spectral shifts and linewidths: Comparison with
experiment

In this paragraph we summarize the results on spectral
shifts and resonance widths for the wholev range studied in
this work ~v58–46!, in comparison with experiment.24–26

In Fig. 3, calculated blueshifts [Ēv(B)2Ei(X)] are pre-
sented and compared with experimental measurements. As
can be seen, agreement between experiment and theory is
very good up tov534. Above that vibrational excitation, the
blueshifts of Jahnet al.25 ~obtained using the pump–probe
spectroscopic technique! begin to rapidly fall, whereas those
of van de Burgtet al.24 ~obtained via laser induced fluores-
cence, LIF! tend to increase asv increases. Jahnet al. sug-
gest that the discrepancy between both sets of data is due to
the low signal-to-noise ratios found using the LIF technique.
Our theoretical shifts, on the other hand, show a plateau in
the range 34<v<38, in between both sets of data. From here
on, cross section profiles are no longer Lorentzian. Small
deviations from such a behavior are found atv539 and 40.
For higherv values, the onset of several other interacting
resonances leads to more complicated profiles, as has been
already discussed in the previous paragraph. To estimate the

corresponding blueshifts, we have considered the position of
the most intense peak. In this way, we obtain an oscillatory
behavior in the region 39<v<46. Experimental data also
oscillate—dephased from the calculated values—but always
remaining below the calculated ones, i.e., measured vdW
binding energies in this region are larger than the theoreti-
cally estimated ones. Overall, experimental blueshifts tend to
decrease as the Br2(B) dissociation threshold is closer, bear-
ing some resemblance to reported experiments on HeI2 ~Ref.
11!. This trend is not evident in the calculations. On the other
hand, we do not obtain different blue shifts depending on the
exit channel~Dv521,22,...!, as is found experimentally.
The only exception concerns thev544 level, where a clear
closing of theDv521 channel is produced and the peaks for
Dv521 andDv522 transitions are located at different ex-
citation energies~see Fig. 1!. At this level, we find the fol-
lowing blue shifts: 4.97 cm21 ~Dv521!, 3.87 cm21 ~Dv5
22,23,24!, while the experimental work25 reports 4.81
60.3 ~Dv521!, 3.1260.3 ~Dv522!, 3.7560.3 ~Dv523!.
For all the otherv excitations, it is always found that the
main peaks are placed at the same position, regardless of the
exit channelv8. Nevertheless, the differentDv blueshifts
found in the experiment could be rationalized as follows. For
high v values, it is already found that the vibrational popu-
lations change dramatically with energy in a small range. In
Fig. 4, and for thev543 level, we show the vibrational
populations of the differentv8,v dissociation channels as
functions of energy. The positions of the resonance peaks are
also depicted in that figure. Note that if the position of the
peaks were shifted, the most populated dissociation channel
could differ from one peak to the other. By considering a
more accurate potential26 and taking into account other rel-
evant transitionsJpj

pi (X)→Jpj
pi (B), it could certainly happen

that the most intense peaks for differentDv dissociation
channels are placed at different energy positions, achieving

FIG. 2. Solid line:Dv522 rotational Br2(B) distributions for thev545
excitation, at the peak maximum placed at lower energy in Fig. 1~c!
@214.250 cm21, with respect to the He1Br2~B, v545! threshold#. Dashed
line: same for the peak maximum located at higher energy~213.00 cm21! in
the same figure.

FIG. 3. Calculated spectral shifts~in cm21! as functions of vibrational ex-
citation v, compared with measured ones. Crosses joined by solid lines are
the calculated values. Star indicates the calculatedDv521 blueshift at
v544. Open triangles indicate Heaven and co-workers’ data~Ref. 24!.
Filled rhombus, vertical crosses, and open squares correspond toDv521,
Dv522, andDv523 Janda and co-workers’ measurements~Refs. 25 and
26!. See the text for more details.
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in this way a closer agreement with the experimental find-
ings.

Calculated and experimental24–26 half-widths versusv
are presented in Fig. 5. In the region of lowv ’s, where
Lorentzian profiles were found, the rates~together with the
resonance positions! were calculated by means of fittings to
the appropriate analytical functions. Forv>38, where no
Lorentzian behavior of the cross sections is encountered, a
crude estimation of half-widths at half-maximum~in the blue
wing! of the main peak was made. Overall agreement at low
v values,26 intermediate,24 and high levels25 up to v542, is
achieved. Near the crossover level,v544, as happens for
spectral shifts, an oscillatory behavior of the rates appears.
This effect, already reported some time ago for related sys-

tems such as HeI2 ~Refs. 39 and 40! and NeI2,
41 can be

attributed to the interaction among resonances of differentv
manifolds, the anharmonicity of the diatomic partner being
the ultimate origin of such oscillations. The maximum rate is
found atv540, previous to the crossover levelv544. This is
mainly due to the gradual closing of theDv521 channel as
previously suggested11 and theoretically obtained40,41 for He,
NeI2. At v544, as was shown in Fig. 1, a narrow resonance
in the Dv522 partial cross section becomes the most in-
tense peak and leads to an unusually long lifetime. Also, the
broad feature forDv521 was found to correspond to a rate
of about one half of the experimental value25 at this level.
Finally, at higher initial excitations~Dv522 regime!, the
calculated half-widths are 3–4 times smaller than those re-
ported by Jahnet al.25

The discrepancies found when comparing blueshifts and
lifetimes with the experimental data in thev.38 region
might well be due to the fact that the potential model used
here is too simplistic. Indeed, it is necessary to carry out
more studies on theB state potential when the Br2 subunit is
close to its dissociation limit. Janda and co-workers suggest
to build up such an interaction potential starting from the
atom–atom potential for the isolated HeBr system.25 The in-
clusion of the appropriate long range vdW interaction26 may
also be important since the zero order states which are close
to the He1Br2~v21! dissociation limit should be very sen-
sitive to the long range details of the interaction; in this way,
the manifestation of IVR-like processes could be different.
Nonetheless, we think that it would be interesting to study
the effect of including other relevantJpj

pi (X)→Jpj
pi (B) transi-

tions, even with the present simple potential model. Since
each individual transition yields a complex IVR-like line
shape~we have checked this in preliminary calculations!, the
effect of adding up all these transitions~thus performing a
more complete simulation of the spectra! should end up with
a less structured and also broader total line shape. The esti-
mation from such spectra of linewidths might lead one to
obtain larger ‘‘average’’ linewidths than those which we
have estimated by looking at just one of the various peaks
that the individual transition studied produces.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three-dimensional quantum mechanical calculations
have been carried out to study the vibrational predissociation
of the HeBr2 molecule over a wide range of initial Br2 vibra-
tional excitations~v58–46!. For bothX and B electronic
states, simple additive He–Br Morse potentials have been
proposed to simulate the fragmentation dynamics. At lowv
values, calculated linewidths and blueshifts are compared
with those obtained by means of simpler Golden Rule calcu-
lations and also, with previously published calculations26

where somewhat different interaction potentials were em-
ployed. When comparing with experiments, the potential
model used in this work successfully reproduces the~X,
v50! vdW binding energy, the~X, v50! and ~B, v58! av-
erage structures, the average product energies~B, v510!
and, atv544, the closing of theDv521 channel and theB

FIG. 4. Product vibrational distribution vs energy~in cm21! corresponding
to excitation of thev543 level. Positions of the main peaks exhibited in the
photofragmentation line shape@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!# are indicated by vertical
arrows. Energy is referenced with respect to the He1Br2~B, v543! disso-
ciation limit.

FIG. 5. Calculated half-widths~in cm21! as functions of the bromine sub-
unit vibrational excitation, compared with measured ones. Crosses joined by
solid lines are the calculated values. Star indicates the calculatedDv521
half-width at v544. Open triangles indicate Heaven and co-workers’ data
~Ref. 24!. Open rhombus correspond to Janda and co-workers’ measure-
ments~Refs. 25 and 26!. See the text for more details.
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state binding energy. In addition, spectral shifts and lin-
ewidths agree satisfactorily well with the measured ones up
to v'38. For higherv excitations, calculated shifts are
above reported data, whereas linewidths fall well below the
measured values. Another aspect which theory cannot repro-
duce satisfactorily with the present potential model is the
experimental observation of a bending excitation band at
v58. It is clear that further investigations on theB state
potential are needed, to account for the excited vdW mode
bands as well as the surprisingly small spectral shifts at ex-
citations near the Br2(B) dissociation limit.

On the other hand, the calculated cross section profiles
and product distributions suggest the onset of important en-
ergy redistribution and threshold interference effects in the
high v region. It has been shown that by varying thev ex-
citation, different dynamical regimes are probed. In this
sense, recent research on the ArCl2 complex has provided
interesting conclusions.6,28,36–38Since the vdW dissociation
energy is smaller in the HeBr2 system than in ArCl2, the
closing of theDv521 channel occurs at higher Br2(v) ex-
citations. The intramolecular dynamics might show different
effects when the halogen subunit is near dissociation. In
would be interesting to check these predictions with experi-
ments, either in the time42,43or in the energy6 domain. In the
latter case, achievement of resolved product distributions
would help to elucidate the details of HeBr2 dissociation dy-
namics. On the theoretical side, and in order to better com-
pare with reported experiments, it would be convenient to
carry out a more complete calculation of the excitation spec-
tra, by taking into account the relevant rotational transitions
for a given beam temperature. To attain a more accurate
picture of the HeBr2 intramolecular dynamics, approaches
within time-dependent wave packet schemes37,44 or quasi-
bound state analysis36 can be helpful. In this last avenue,
stabilization calculations45,46 could be insightful. Work in
these directions is in progress.
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